Abstract This paper focuses on the day-ahead allocation of operation reserve considering wind power prediction error and network transmission constraints in a composite power system. A two-level model that solves the allocation problem is presented. The upper model allocates operation reserve among subsystems from the economic point of view. In the upper model, transmission constraints of tielines are formulated to represent limited reserve support from the neighboring system due to wind power fluctuation. The lower model evaluates the system on the reserve schedule from the reliability point of view. In the lower model, the reliability evaluation of composite power system is performed by using Monte Carlo simulation in a multi-area system. Wind power prediction errors and tieline constraints are incorporated. The reserve requirements in the upper model are iteratively adjusted by the resulting reliability indices from the lower model. Thus, the reserve allocation is gradually optimized until the system achieves the balance between reliability and economy. A modified two-area reliability test system (RTS) is analyzed to demonstrate the validity of the method.
Introduction
As an important renewable energy, wind energy has developed rapidly to meet general requirement on energy saving and emission reduction. However, large-scale integration of wind power greatly affects power systems due to the wind generation characteristics known as randomness and intermittence. These issues have increased research difficulties in many areas, such as power planning, reliability evaluation, and economic dispatch [1] [2] [3] .
Generally, there are two representative modes for wind farm integration: distributed and centralized connection. In countries with distribution disproportion of natural resources like China, the centralized wind farms become the first choice. However, centralization exacerbates the fluctuation of wind power, which may bring about reliability issues as a sudden and severe loss of generation might occur at a high penetration level of wind power. To guarantee the system reliability, additional operation reserve must be prepared for the traditional generation systems. The operation reserve can be categorized as primary, secondary and long-term reserve according to its startup time [4] . In this paper, we concentrate on the secondary reserve (i.e. operation reserves) that the system scheduler allocates among different areas, which is provided by the online units and traditionally used to take large variations of load and losses. The objective is to meet high load demand and withstand the impact of wind power fluctuations. Therefore, the magnitude instead of the rate of change in wind power fluctuation is mostly considered.
In a regulated environment like China, the reserve cost could be considered as compensation cost approved by the government. Though operation reserves are not determined by competitive bidding, the system scheduler has to take the responsibility for a compromise between economic issue and reliability issue when considering reserve allocations. Thus for system dispatcher, it is important to determine operation reserves for each area as a tradeoff between economy and reliability.
Relatively generation system reliability models are applied to reserve allocation problems through building the capacity outage probability table (COPT) [5] [6] 19] . In [6] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) is used for solving the problem of global reserve dispatch with the assumption that all the lines are reliable. However, the reserve allocation may also handle with the network constraints and reliability concerns to achieve more accurate results. References [7] [8] address the OPF problem embedded with transmission constraints.
The composite system reliability evaluation gives potential shedding load indices in the subsystem [9] . The evaluation is commonly implemented by the methodology of Monte Carlo simulation (MCS). In the conventional works solving reserve allocation problems, however, the composite system reliability evaluation based on MCS has not received direct application since it is difficult to include the process in the optimization frame. In this paper, we proposed a two-level iterative model that includes economic reserve allocation and composite reliability evaluation. Through the iteration method the reserve schedule is progressively optimized, while simultaneously the reliability evaluation based on composite generation and transmission system is completed. Additionally, regional reliability indices are obtained among the iteration steps.
Many large-scale wind farms are sited in the boundary area of local power system. Additionally, the power systems in such areas are composed of sparse electrical networks and insufficient traditional generators. The operation reserve for these wind farms would be provided partially by the transmission corridor which is interconnected with a neighboring system. This means that each local system should schedule some reserve that is used to support neighboring system. However, such support can be abated due to the security constrains of tielines since the tielines must have additional transmission margin to withstand wind power fluctuation, especially under high penetration level.
In our work, the security constraint of transmission corridor between the connected systems is specially considered. The influence of wind power uncertainty on reserve supporting is formulated by the sensitivity factor.
The results obtained can provide system operators with explicit information on regional reserve schedule and its corresponding reliability levels.
The realization of reserve allocation includes two key factors: wind uncertainty and network transmission constraints. In the two-level model developed, the upper model carries out a global scheduling that economically allocates reserve among areas under tieline flow constraints. The lower model evaluates the composite system reliability. Monte Carlo simulation is used to incorporate local network constraints and wind power prediction errors. The lower and upper models are linked by reliability and economy under the incumbent reserve schedule.
The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, a two-level model of a multi-area reserve schedule is proposed. Then a composite system reliability evaluation with large-scale wind is discussed. Afterwards, this paper would present and analyze the global reserve allocation model among areas. The solution procedure is given in detail and demonstrated by the IEEE Reliability Test System (RTS). Finally, the conclusion drawn from this study is given.
Two-level Framework of the multi-area reserve allocation model
The composite system reliability evaluation usually consists of state sampling, network connectivity analysis and state assessment. The evaluation procedure is complicated, hence it is better to treat this as one independent procedure of the economic allocation. The optimization problem can be decomposed into two sub-models as shown in Fig.1 . In the model, the economic reserve allocation and the reliability evaluation are performed iteratively, to eventually get an optimized solution which balances the economic and reliability indices. The upper model minimizes the total reserve cost based on the allocation strategy that is subject to reliability The lower model evaluates the composite system reliability. The model is utilized to deal with the wind power distribution and local transmission constraint within each area. In this model, LOLP (Loss-of-Load Probability) is used as the reliability index to assess whether or not the system has adequate reserve [9] . Through comparing the LOLPs of all subsystems, the additional reserve would be allocated to the subsystem with the most urgent need.
The coordinator between the lower model and upper model is the system reliability based on the incumbent reserve schedule. Based on reliability indices from the lower model, the upper model starts from minimum reserve allocation and increases local reserve iteratively. It should be noticed that the increment of local reserve is also a support for the neighboring subsystem when coping with emergency demand. For jointly scheduled reserve in the multi-area system, the increase of local reserve provides convenience for the system operator, but reduces the economy of the whole system. By adjusting the local reserve requirements, the system will balance the reliability and economic level. In practice, the regional power grid corporation is in charge of such a schedule.
Composite System Reliability Evaluation with Large-Scale Wind by Monte Carlo Simulation

Simulation approach of wind fluctuation
In the sampling of electrical equipment, the two-state model can simulate the operating state and fault state of traditional units. For wind farms, the output can vary from full output to zero in just several minutes.
Although many useful wind speed prediction methods have been discussed and continuously improved [10] [11] [12] , it is difficult to accurately predict the output of a wind farm in advance due to the obvious stochastic fluctuation of the wind resource. This means that the real output of wind farms will deviate to a significant difference from the predicted output. Using the predicted output as the single value of operating state is not accurate in the reliability evaluation, thus the value should be expanded to some distribution. In this paper, wind farm output is simulated using both the forecasted mean value and the sampled deviation. Wind speed correlation has not been taken into consideration.
Wind forecasting error is considered to obey the normal distribution [13, 14] . It can be expressed as:
where:
w P is the real output of wind farm, ' w P is the forecast output of the wind farm, and  is the standard deviation. The forecasting accuracy depends on the time horizon [14, 15] , and a longer time horizon corresponds to a larger  .
Changing the form of (1) we get the probability distribution of wind output
For the convenience of calculation, the wind output is represented by several typical discrete states. In contrast to small deviations in the load prediction, wind output remains at obvious variance with the predicted value. For example, the day-ahead predicted wind output should not exceed 20% deviation in the China standard. Besides the forced outage state, the operating state needs to be subdivided into multiple states. Suppose there are m N discrete states, and , wm p is the state probability of wind output , wm P . Referring to the load error distribution [16, 17] , the description of wind output distribution is shown in Fig.2 .  .The sampling technique of the wind farm is used in the evaluation of the composite system reliability, and the discrete state with considerable variation will affect the power flow in tieline transmission of the global reserve dispatch.
Fundamental evaluation of composite system reliability based on Monte Carlo simulation
The Monte Carlo method can simulate not only single faults, but also various multiple faults, so it is widely used in reliability evaluation of composite power systems. Since the intention of the reserve allocation model is to cope with a serious emergency especially during peak load period, this paper used the non-sequential (state sampling) simulation with peak load.
In the sampling stage, the transmission equipment and traditional generators are taken as two-state elements, while the large-scale wind farm with fluctuating output can be conveniently treated as a multi-state element. As the system state in each sampling derives from the initial operating state of electric element, the basic schedule of power flow should be given in advance as the sampling foundation. The analysis of system state requires dealing with many different scenarios, such as whether the system is separate, whether the generation capacity is adequate, whether there is an overload line and how to optimize the load-shedding. Finally, when the convergence criterion of the MC simulation is met, the reliability indices on statistical analysis of all the system states are calculated. The detail of the evaluation process can be found in [18] .
The global economic reserve allocation model and discussion
This section establishes the global economic reserve allocation model referring to [19] , which is shown as the upper model in Fig. 1 . The objective is to schedule operation reserve of the whole system with minimum cost, as shown in (3).
R N is the number of generators to provide operation reserve, i R is the selected reserve of generator i, i  is the reserve cost of generator i, which could be the offer price of generator i for reserve service, or the compensation cost for the reserve service according to the system operation rules. For example, in some regional system of China, if the coal-fired unit is scheduled to provide reserve, the compensation cost for one hour is RMB ¥100/MW (about US $16/MW), and the reserve from hydro station is much cheaper.
In detail, the allocation problem is subject to some constraints due to reliability requirement and technical limitation.
 Maximum available reserve of each generator
The constraint gives the technology limitation of reserve, where i R is the maximum reserve of generator i. Usually, i R is set as maximum capacity are the required LOLP of area l and the required system LOLP respectively. As a lower LOLP value corresponds to a higher reliability level, the constraint gives the reliability requirement of the subsystem. 
where l r D , is the individual reserve requirement of area l which could be set according to the deterministic reserve rule. These values have several forms, such as certain proportion of the max load, the max running generator capacity, or the combination of the two forms. In the UCTE (Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity), the recommend value for up reserve limit is near to 6 , max d P where , max d P is the maximum hourly forecasted load [21] .
In the worst condition, all the local reserve requirements have reached the individual reserve requirement, which means each subsystem will rarely share the reserve support from other subsystems. In practice, the reserve schedule always provides some mutual support, and hence the sum of a selected reserve is smaller than the sum of the individual requirements. The reserve difference can be seen as one index of the interconnected benefits.
Tieline transmission constraint The GGDF is often used in some multi-area economic dispatch [23] . In the proposed allocation problem, the variation of dispatched reserve capacities and wind fluctuation can be included in the tieline transmission constraint by using GGDF.
Although there are many scenarios, only the most serious variations of the two factors, wind fluctuation and transmission constraints, are considered in this tieline constraint. For wind fluctuation, the forecast error of wind output obeys a normal distribution as shown in Fig. 2 . The serious wind fluctuation is set as
, where k is equal to 3 in [24] , 3.5 in [25] and other values in [26] . Simultaneously, schedulable reserve should not exceed the selected reserve in advance, so the maximum schedulable reserve is set as the selected reserve i R .
Solution Steps
As the model is constructed from the two-level framework, it significantly reduces the solution difficulty. The upper model, global reserve allocation model among areas, is a linear programming model and can be solved by mature algorithms. The lower model, the composite system reliability evaluation, can be executed by Monte Carlo simulation. The process is introduced in detail as below.
Step 1: Set the electrical element parameters, including branch, generator, load, etc. Meanwhile, set the maximum transmission capacity . In addition, the forecasted wind output distribution is provided, including forecast point value and the statistical deviation.
Step 2: Suppose n represents the iterative number, and its initial value is 1. Set the incremental capacity D  of local reserve requirement.
Step 3: Calculate the GGDF, i.e., Step 4: Solve the global reserve allocation model, obtaining the reserve schedule 1 2 1 , , , ,
Step 5: Judge whether the sum of selected reserve is still less than the maximum reserve requirement of the whole system R D . If it does not exceed the requirement, go to the next step. Otherwise go to Step10.
Step 6: Use Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the composite system index ) ( , n l LOLP p of area l and ) (n LOLP p of the overall system based on the incumbent electricity and reserve schedule.
Step 7: Judge whether all the reliability indices of subsystems have reached the given levels. If there is at least one area that does not satisfy the given index, go to
Step 8. Otherwise, go to Step 10.
Step 8: In the nth loop, calculate the reliability
when an incremental capacity D  is added to the local reserve requirement of area l. Then calculate the differences
. Let n=n+1, then return to Step 4.
Step 10: Print the final multi-area reserve schedule. The solution procedure has two terminal conditions in Step 5 and 7. When all the subsystems satisfy the required reliability level, or the total selected capacity exceeds the reserve requirement, the iteration will stop and finish the reserve schedule. Obviously, the solution we need is the result with the first terminal condition.
Case Study
6.1Test system description
The modified two-area system of IEEE RTS96 is employed in the case study, which is connected by three tielines as shown in Fig. 4 . Boundary transmission corridor Fig. 4 The modified RTS96 two-area system with wind farms
The RTS has been modified to highlight the large-scale wind integration and mutual reserve support. The basic data of the two-area RTS96 in peak load can be found in [27] . Here we only provide the modified data. The output of the normal units is given in Table 1 . Based on the scheduled output, the basic power flow can be calculated.
The tieline data are given in Table 2 . Since the load-shedding and the global reserve allocation model are both based on the DC flow, the basic power flow and transmission limitation are given only in active power. In Table 2 , although there are heavy power flows in the tielines, it is still capable for the transmission corridors to take on more of a load.
3) In aspect of equipment reliability, the forced outage rates of all the units and branches have been cut by 50% to get the more reliable system. The given MW. The basic reserve cost is quoted from the data given in [22] , and the reserve cost of Area 1 is increased to 110%, as shown in Table 3 . From Table 3 , we could find that 18 units provide 814.59MW reserve to satisfy the maximum 570MW requirement. The presented model is to find the rational reserve allocation between the two areas under the acceptable reliability level.
The forecast output of Wind farm 1 is 192 MW and its deviation σ is 12.8 MW. The forecast output of Wind farm 2 is 500MW and its deviation σ is 33.3MW. In the tieline transmission constraint, a 3σ rule is used to express the wind fluctuation. Fig.5 shows the iteration process of the reserve allocation, with an increasing 50MW capacity in each iteration, where: LOLP1 is LOLP of Area1, LOLP2 is LOLP of Area2, LOLPs is LOLP of the overall system, R1 is the selected reserve of Area1, and R2 is the selected Reserve of Area2. Fig. 5 shows that the LOLP index gradually decreases with the increase of reserve. At the final iteration, the LOLP of Area 1 and LOLP of Area 2 are both below the given value 0.05, meanwhile the overall system LOLPs is below 0.06. As the cost of keeping these reliability levels, the system takes $10,313.6 to buy 168MW reserve in Area1 and 346MW reserve in Area 2. In the iteration process, there is a rising jump between the 2nd and 3th iteration of the LOLP of Area 1, i.e., the reserve is increasing while the reliability index is not decreasing, which is caused by some deviation of the stochastic sampling in the Monte Carlo method. However, the total LOLP tendency is definitely decreasing. Table 4 gives the reserve allocated by each unit in detail.
Basic result of reserve allocation
The reserve allocation results in Table 4 show that cheaper reserves in Area 2 are selected for plentiful remaining capacity in the transmission corridor. The analysis of the cases with different wind power is illustrated in Table 5 . In the case without wind power, some thermal units of equal capacity are added to replace the wind farms. The results show that greater reserve needs to be allocated for Area 1 without wind power. When large-scale wind farms are connected to Area 2, it requires more local reserve to smooth the wind fluctuations and reach the given reliability level of Area 2. In order to reach the same reliability level, integrating large-scale wind power needs an additional 50MW capacity and $700 cost for the reserve.
To find the influence of the transmission constraint, we decrease the upper capacity limit of the three tielines from [625 625 220] (MW) to [480 480 150] (MW), and the other data remain the same as in the basic case. The calculation is carried out and the comparison is illustrated as the tighter constraint case in Table 5 .
When the transmission constraint becomes tighter, the reserve allocation would be adjusted. Since Area 1 can only acquire limited support from Area 2 with such a strict constraint on the tielines, Area 1 has to prepare more operation reserve to ensure its reliability. At the same time, Area 2 can share the reserve support of Area 1, so it can keep the minimum local reserve.
6.4 Analysis of calculation efficiency and precision with different convergence criteria.
The MCS convergence criterion is the coefficient of variance of the LOLP index, noted as β LOLP . The definition of β LOLP can be found in [28] . To discuss the contradiction of precision and efficiency, we test the proposed method on different convergence criterion. The total simulation time and iteration numbers of the basic case are shown in Table 6 . The results show that the calculation converges after only 8 iterations for 3% threshold. The resulting reserve schedule is different from those for 2% and 1%. This result illustrates that the convergence is too early and the precision for 3% threshold is not adequate. The calculation for 2% threshold has identical iteration numbers to the calculation for 1% threshold, but has much less simulation time. The difference of system LOLP index when β LOLP < 2% is very small and the reserve schedules are the same. Thus β LOLP =2% is recommended for the proposed system. It should be pointed out that the LOLP index calculated in this methodology is slightly instable, better index should be investigated in the further research.
Conclusions
An allocation method for operating reserve is investigated in composite power systems with centralized wind farms. In the case study, the modified two-area RTS is employed to provide numerical results of the proposed method. The results show that it is possible to solve this complex allocation problem by a heuristic iterative method. Thus an optimized reserve schedule is obtained. Our reserve allocation model is meaningful not only for obtaining an economic solution of reserve allocation, but also for keeping system reliability above a certain level. In the future research, the correlation between wind farms, and interrelation between wind and load will be studied in a more detailed model.
